Airly Sensors “LOVEME2” Promotion
Terms and Conditions
§ 1 General Provisions
1. These terms and conditions constitute an appendix to Airly Sensors Terms of Sale and the
terms written in capital letters should be understood accordingly, subject to the provisions of
paragraph 2 below.
2. In these terms and conditions the following terms, which are written in capital letters, shall be
understood as follows:
a. “Discount Code” - special code enabling the Client participation in this promotion,
made available by Airly in the Platform, Airly newsletter, Map, Airly’s mobile
application and social media;
b. “Promotion Period” - period of time specified in these terms and conditions, in which
the promotion is made available to the Client.
3. The goal of this promotion is to acquaint the Client with Airly’s offer regarding sale of the
Sensors through the Platform.
4. Under this promotion, Airly is obliged to sell and the Client is obliged to purchase the Sensor
under these terms and conditions.
5. The promotion applies only to the Sensors sold by Airly through the Platform.
6. The promotion is organized by Airly.
§ 2 Legal basis of the promotion
1. The legal basis of this promotion constitutes these terms and conditions which are also the
only document specifying the detailed principles of this promotion.
2. In matters not covered with these terms and conditions, the provisions of the Airly Sensors
Terms of Sale and General Terms of Service are applicable.
3. Only the Client who purchases the Sensor during the Promotion Period, using the Discount
Code can participate in this promotion.
§3
 Promotion Period
1. The promotion applies to the orders placed between February 10th 00:01 GMT and
February 14th 23:59 GMT (Promotion Period).
2. The decisive date for participation in the promotion is the date of the order placement.
3. The promotion ends on the expiry of the Promotion Period.
§ 4 Promotion principles
1. To participate in the promotion, the Client must provide the Discount Code when placing
an order.
2. Upon these terms and conditions, when purchasing the Sensor, the Client is entitled to
purchase the second Sensor with a 50 % discount.
3. The amount of the discount granted to the Client refers to the gross standard price indicated
in the Pricing.
4. The amount of Sensors available for purchase under the promotion is not limited in quantity,
but discount is given for even-numbered products only.
5. The promotion applies to all territories where Sensors are available to purchase through
the Platform.
§ 5 Final provisions
1. These Terms of Service enter into force on 10/02/ 2021.
2. Participation in the promotion is voluntary.

